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Abstract

A model is offered towards an understanding of the cellular communications of two major cell types of the pancreas. The beta and alpha cells of the pancreas are considered to be coupled by the insulin and glucagon hormones that they produce, respectively. In this model, insulin stimulates the alpha cells to release glucagon and grow, especially by cell division, while glucagon similarly stimulates the beta cells to release insulin and grow. Of equal importance to the system is the concentration of the insulin:glucagon complex to which the beta and alpha cells are directly exposed in the pancreatic environment. Its measurement by the cells allows each coupled cell to gauge the activity of the other cell.
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Introduction

The control of blood glucose occurs particularly by insulin and glucagon produced by secretion from the beta and alpha cells, upon stimulation by high or low levels of glucose, respectively. The emphasis of the studies of these hormones is usually on their effects upon stimulation by high or low levels of glucose, respectively. The effect of these hormones on the adjacent cells of the pancreas.

The intracellular events that potentially occur within beta-cells following receptor-mediated interaction by extracellular insulin, insulin-like growth factor-I and other stimulants leading to, in particular, the proliferation of rodent beta-cells, has been discussed [1]. The nutrient requirement with mTOR activation, along with the effects of epidermal and platelet-derived growth factors etc, has also been discussed [2]. Within these two recent articles and a third “Perspectives” article [3], glucagon is not considered a participant. The current article offers an alternate scenario involving glucagon and the alpha-cell with emphasis on paracrine activities of alpha and beta cells [4].

The hypothesis proposed is to assist in obtaining a better understanding of the pancreas and patient treatment. Our knowledge is not yet complete with glycemic instability a serious problem in patients [3] with only a vague understanding of the pathogenic pathway of Type 2 diabetes [6] and the enigma of the alpha-cells still remaining [7]. The model proposed here goes towards an understanding of the harmonisation of insulin and glucagon levels which occurs by the effect of these hormones on the adjacent cells of the pancreas.

A more generic model has already been proposed as a basis towards an understanding of multicellular organisation and cellular interactions within tissue cells [8]. The base of this model is the specific cellular communications formed between the two cell types initially produced by asymmetric cell division of precursor cells, followed by symmetric cell division of the two types of cells. These communications are reciprocal and one of the couplet molecules, produced by one cell type, stimulates the growth of the other cell type via a cell receptor. The couplet molecules form a complex and it is the levels of the individual molecules and the complex which control cell division. This generic model has been described with specific reference to various diseases including diabetes [8].

This model is here more specifically interpreted to the beta and alpha cells of the pancreas, with the hormones insulin and glucagon. In this specific model, the beta and alpha cells are examples of an “a-Cell” and an “i-Cell” of the generic model where these cells are produced by asymmetric cell division of precursor cells. The insulin and glucagon are examples of two interacting, cell-stimulating molecules produced by these cells that form a complex described in the generic model as a “Trefone Couplet Complex”. A “Trefone” is a simple generic name used to describe cell-stimulating molecules such as insulin or glucagon, derived from couplet cells [8]. A pair of these molecules forms this couplet complex (TCC) which, together with the individual molecules, controls cell division.

The Model

The model described is illustrated in figure 1.

In this model, insulin and glucagon are stimulants of the alpha and beta cells, respectively. With adequate nutrient requirements available, they stimulate the recipient cells to grow in size and to produce more of the couplet stimulant. For example, insulin will stimulate the alpha cell to produce more glucagon. Further, each stimulant, sustained at a high level, along with adequate nutrients and other growth
enhancers will bestow the competence to progress to cell division and
to divide symmetrically or asymmetrically. This latter is contingent
on the concentration of the insulin:glucagon complex. The calculated
data relevant to this contingency is tabulated in Additional File Six of
reference [8]. As an example, if the alpha cell detects a low level of free
insulin, then the response depends on the concentration of the complex
of insulin:glucagon. A low, medium or high concentration of complex
would signal underactive, duly active or overactive status of the alpha cell
itself which has produced low, medium and high levels of total glucagon
respectively. The cell then has a measure of the amount of glucagon
relative to the amount of insulin to allow a decision on whether the two
hormones (and their source cells) are in harmony or not. If there is a
sustained imbalance, a cellular decision, for each cell type, may then be
to divide symmetrically, asymmetrically or with dedifferentiation or with
transdifferentiation, as appropriate to bring the beta and alpha cells back
into harmony. Apoptosis is also possible [8].

One possible means by which the cells could measure the
insulin:glucagon complex would be to have cell membrane receptors for
the complex. This is illustrated in figure 2. The existence of a membrane
receptor is not integral to this hypothesis but there needs to be some
intracellular mechanism to measure the level of complex [8].

Once internalised, a component or a signal derived from (i) the
insulin, its receptor and/or the couplet complex in alpha cells or (ii) the
glucagon, its receptor and/or the couplet complex in beta cells would
need to localise to the nucleus to affect gene expression and cell division.

Main Evidence to Support the Model

For the proposed couplet cells (beta and alpha cells) with a couplet
of insulin and glucagon, the following is expected:-

1. Insulin binds glucagon
2. (i) Beta cells have receptors for glucagon
   (ii) Glucagon normally stimulates proliferation of beta cells
   (iii) Glucagon inhibits proliferation of beta cells when both
        glucagon and insulin are high
   (iv) Glucagon stimulates production/secrection of insulin by
        beta cells
3. (i) Alpha cells have receptors for insulin
   (ii) Insulin normally stimulates proliferation of alpha cells
   (iii) Insulin inhibits proliferation of alpha cells when both
        insulin and glucagon are high
   (iv) Insulin stimulates production/secrection of glucagon by
        alpha cells
4. Each cell has a receptor for the insulin:glucagon complex.

The inhibitory effects are proposed to be associated with the high
concentration of the insulin:glucagon complex. (See Additional File
Six in reference [8].)

The evidence to support these expectations follow:

Insulin binds glucagon

This binding occurs but with apparent low affinity, with a Kd
of $0.9 \times 10^{-6}$, so it is said to have little significance physiologically
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**Figure 1:** Interaction of Beta and Alpha cells ($\beta$ and $\alpha$) through the stimulatory effects of insulin (INS) and glucagon (GLN) acting via
cell membrane receptors.
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**Figure 2:** Interaction of Beta and Alpha cells ($\beta$ and $\alpha$) through the stimulatory effects of insulin (INS) and glucagon (GLN) acting via
cell membrane receptors. In addition, this model incorporates a possible extracellular receptor for the Insulin:Glucagon complex (the CC in
this case).
of glucagon as low as $10^{-12}$ mol/L resulted in significant insulin release in isolated perfused rat pancreas [21], where concentrations in experiments on human subjects nearly 50 years ago—glucagon’s stimulation of insulin release by glucagon was observed in beta cell: high levels were sustained, by a decrease in beta-cell proliferation. If the concentration of the proposed complex (TCC) is also high and inhibitory. Within the current model, a high level of glucagon and of TCC would inhibit insulin production and secretion initially by a simple decrease in individual beta-cell release of insulin but, if the levels were sustained, by a decrease in beta-cell proliferation.

(i) Beta cells have receptors for glucagon: Isolated rat pancreatic beta-cells have specific glucagon receptors as do a rat insulinoma cell line (INS-1) and a mouse insulinoma beta cell line (MIN6), while another tumour-derived beta-cell line (beta TC-3) does not express functional glucagon receptors [14-17].

(ii) Glucagon normally stimulates proliferation of beta cells: Overexpression of the glucagon receptor in pancreatic beta-cells increased both insulin content and β-cell mass (while not affecting islet cell organization or architecture) [18].

(iii) Glucagon inhibits proliferation of beta cells when [Glucagon] & [Insulin] are high: There may be no direct information on this effect when both are at “high” levels and when the concentration of the proposed complex (TCC) is also high and inhibitory. Within the current model, a high level of glucagon and of TCC would inhibit insulin production and secretion initially by a simple decrease in individual beta-cell release of insulin but, if the levels were sustained, by a decrease in beta-cell proliferation.

(iv) Glucagon stimulates production/secretion of insulin by beta cell: Stimulation of insulin release by glucagon was observed in experiments on human subjects nearly 50 years ago—glucagon’s insulinoergic effect [19,20]. Stimulation has also been shown to occur in isolated perfused rat pancreas [21], where concentrations of glucagon as low as $10^{-12}$ mol/L resulted in significant insulin release [15], and in cultured cloned pancreatic B cells (HIT-T15 and RINm5F) [22]. A high intracellular concentration of glucose is also a determinant of normal pancreatic insulin secretion.

(i) Alpha cells have insulin receptors: The mRNA for the insulin receptor is expressed on clonal pancreatic alpha cells (glucagon-secreting cell lines eg. In-R1-G9 cells from an insulinoma, and alpha TC, clone 6 cells from an adenoma) and, in addition, labelled insulin is bound to receptors [23]. Electron microscopy has detected insulin on alpha cells in isolated rat islets [24].

(ii). Insulin stimulates proliferation of alpha cells: Insulin produced an up-regulation of α-cell proliferation in αTC1-6 cells (a mouse pancreatic α-cell line, a subclone of a glucagonoma-derived cell line) and this was via the insulin receptor [25]. Also, in diabetic mice with high insulin levels, both α-cell number and plasma glucagon levels increased as diabetes progressed [25].

(iii) Insulin inhibits proliferation of alpha cells when [Insulin] &[Glucagon] are high: There may be no direct information on this effect when both are at “high” levels and when the concentration of the proposed complex is also high and inhibitory. Within the current model, a high level of insulin and of TCC would inhibit glucagon production and secretion initially by a simple decrease in individual alpha-cell release of glucagon but, if the high levels were sustained, by a decrease in alpha-cell proliferation. Insulin is known to inhibit the proliferation of a certain melanoma cell line [26].

(iv) Insulin normally stimulates production/secretion of glucagon by alpha cells: At higher doses, perfused insulin has been shown to stimulate glucagon secretion in whole rats [27]. Also, the insulin receptor is required in alpha-cells for glucagon secretion induced by low glucose because siRNA-mediated “knockdown” of the insulin receptor in a pancreatic alpha-cell line (alpha-TC6), abolishes this glucagon secretion [28]. Evidence against the proposed model including that based on alpha cell-specific insulin receptor knockout mice [29], is discussed later.

The alpha and beta cells would each have a receptor for the insulin:glucagon complex: There is no information available on this. It is possible that one of the isoforms (IR-A or IR-B) of the insulin receptor could bind the insulin:glucagon complex (via the insulin component) or perhaps the insulin receptor-related receptor could do so, as it is known to be in pancreatic islets and likely in beta cells [30]. Beta cells also contain two glucagon receptors—one high and one low-affinity for glucagon [31]. Perhaps the latter one could bind the glucagon:insulin complex better than it does free glucagon.

Further Evidence to Support (or Reject) the Model and General Discussion

Pulsatile secretions

The release of glucagon and insulin from human pancreatic islets is pulsatile. The kinetics of insulin and glucagon (and somatostatin) releases were studied in batches of 10-15 islets perfused with glucose. An increase of glucose from 3 to 20mmol/L resulted in a brief pulse of glucagon at one minute, followed by a pulse of insulin. Glucose continued to generate pulsatile releases of the hormones with 7- to 8-min periods but the repetitive glucagon pulses were anti-synchronous to pulses of insulin [32]. This could be interpreted in the current model as indicating that the first release of glucagon stimulates insulin, then insulin stimulates glucagon, and so on, where the respective receptors on the beta and alpha cells are momentarily exposed to hormones from the spiked transcellular fluid before this interstitial fluid is whisked away by perfusion fluid. In reality, produced would contribute to the intracellular fluid and bound insulin would rapidly remove the fluid containing the oscillating trefone concentrations. In this case, the cytoarchitecture of the perfused islets would need to allow some contact with alpha cells before contact with beta cells. Alpha cells are mainly on the periphery but scattered among the beta-cells in human islets [33].

Nuclear localization

The nuclear presence of insulin and glucagon (or their receptors) in alpha and beta cells respectively, is an expectation. Both insulin and its receptor have been identified within nuclei of hepatocytes [34] and insulin signals both to activate serine kinases within the nucleus directly and thus both to regulate a transcription factor and to stimulate the translocation of some active kinases to the nucleus in various cells [35]. However, there is no known study of the nuclear localization of insulin in alpha cells. Glucagon is internalized by hepatocytes [36] but its nuclear presence has not been reported and its localization in beta cells has not been studied.

Two receptors

The model explains the variability of the effects of insulin and glucagon by the presence of two receptors eg. one cell-membrane receptor for insulin and one for the insulin:glucagon complex. The binding site of the receptor for the complex could be very similar in structure to the receptor that binds insulin. Just as an antibody prepared against insulin could be expected also to bind to the insulin:glucagon complex (unless the epitope of insulin is obscured by the binding site of glucagon to the insulin), so there could be some receptor cross-reactivity between free insulin and the bound insulin. Receptor A may bind insulin with high affinity, while Receptor B, which binds insulin with low affinity, could bind the complex with high affinity. The evidence for two receptors, one with high affinity to bind free insulin and one with high affinity to bind the bound form, is not directly available but there is ample evidence for the existence of two receptors for many hormones and growth factors [8]. Often a
receptor is said to have a high-affinity and low-affinity binding sites for a specific molecule but there may be two different receptors in the mix where the receptor with high affinity is the true receptor for the free molecule and the one with low affinity is in fact receptor for the complex.

**Alpha cell-specific insulin receptor knockout**

Knocking out the insulin receptor in mice alpha cells leads to increased glucagon secretion. This is not expected within the proposed model!

But there are unanswered questions within this study. In the “fed” state, glucose, insulin and glucagon are all significantly increased compared to control mice at two, five and 12 months of age (except for the insulin level at two months which is normal!). Pancreatic functions are obviously not normal – it is not purely a normal pancreas with normal alpha cells which happen to have no insulin receptors! Related questions pertain to this approach. How has the pancreas developed in the absence of the insulin receptor in alpha cells? One would expect that these cells would have been somewhat deprived of glucose (with no insulin receptors) throughout pancreatic development. Low levels of glucose would affect all metabolic reactions including production and secretion of glucagon by these alpha cells so all cells could be glucagon over-replete. One could assume that the normal presence of the insulin receptor was important and that changes in the embryonic development may have modified the alpha cells and other cells to compensate for the receptor’s absence. Cell division and the embryonic development of the pancreas would have been affected via MTOR. Would the “alpha” cells in the islets then be “real” alpha cells? If the proposed model were correct, then the whole cellular infrastructure of the alpha cell would have been changed by removal of the insulin receptor. If the sole reason for the existence of an alpha cell is to produce glucagon, then it needs to monitor insulin levels and glucagon levels – in the absence of an insulin receptor, the cells could not do this and would cease to be “alpha” cells.

Further, only 2% of the normal number of alpha cells is required for somewhat normal function [37]. Does one expect 100% of alpha cells in a “knock-out” mouse to be without the receptor or could there be a residual of normal cells?

**Other evidence supporting insulin as an inhibitor of glucagon secretion**

The model offered here has insulin as a stimulator of glucagon secretion. However, others have provided data to support the concept that insulin is a direct inhibitor of glucagon secretion and a major positive contributor to this latter concept was the stimulation of glucagon secretion in the rat by guinea pig anti-porcine insulin serum [38]. The interpretation was that the absence of insulin allowed freed secretion of glucagon. But this increase in glucagon could be explained by other, perhaps indirect, factors [39]. With insulin deficiency, intracellular glucose levels and catabolism in alpha cells will be low and these will promote glucagon secretion (ii) the spread of antibody into other nearby cells will affect paracrine interactions, or (iii) there may be a receptor-mediated A cell response to anti-idiotypic antibodies. The latter antibodies may be present in antibody production against insulin [40]. Another possibility is an analytical error in glucagon immunoassay associated with immunoglobulins producing spurious results [41,42].

But other evidence from a cell line (In-R1-G9, a glucagon-producing alpha-cell line derived from a hamster glucagonoma) also indicates that insulin decreases steady-state glucagon [43,44]. Although insulin is widely considered to be a physiological suppressor of glucagon secretion, its mode of action is not clear [45]. It may be that this is an indirect effect of the subsequent change in glucose concentrations rather than a direct effect of insulin as it difficult to distinguish between the two effects. Or, part of insulin’s ability to inhibit glucagon secretion may be via the ventromedial hypothalamus [46].

Some authors question the validity of the extrapolation of evidence from cell cultures. For example, beta-Tc6 is a clonal beta islet cell line derived from insulinomas arising in transgenic mice expressing the SV40 T antigen gene [47]. Can evidence from this cell line be translated to the islet micro-organ which is complex both hormonally and in cellular organization [48]. “Although In-R1-G9 cells can be considered as a useful model to study the molecular mechanisms of glucagon gene expression our results should be interpreted with reservations in regard to the transformed state of these cells” [43].

**In the proposed model**

In the normal pancreas, beta cells have insulin receptors [49] and insulin would be required by these cells to allow uptake of glucose. Normal glucose metabolism within the cells would be required for general metabolism but in particular for production and storage of proinsulin in secretory granules, ready for secretion of insulin. Insulin receptor and its subsequent internalization by beta cells (not into granules) is part of this process which then allows the cell to assess whether glucose levels are too high and whether insulin should be secreted. Thus the internalized insulin would be a different pool from that synthetized by the cell and stored as proinsulin. In the current model, a high glucose level would only be permissive of insulin secretion; glucagon secretion by the beta cell would be the determinant of the level of insulin secretion.

In the normal pancreas, alpha cells also have insulin receptors [23] and insulin would be required by these cells to allow uptake of glucose. Again, normal glucose metabolism within the cells would be required for general metabolism but here, in particular, for production and storage of glucagon in secretory granules, ready for secretion. Insulin secretion by alpha cells is part of this process which then allows the cell to assess whether glucose levels are too low and whether glucagon should be secreted. In the current model, a low glucose level would only be permissive of glucagon secretion; insulin secretion by the alpha cell would be the determinant of the level of glucagon secretion.

The relationships between glucose levels and the secretion of insulin and glucagon appears complex [50]. In mouse islets, at low glucose levels (0–7 mmol/L), insulin secretion is low and constant while glucagon secretion is initially high at zero glucose (taken as 100% secretion) but reduces to ~30% at 7 mmol/L. From 7–30 mmol/L, insulin secretion increases as expected but glucagon levels unexpectedly also increase [50]. Each could be stimulating the secretion of the other in this isolated environment.

It should be noted that experiments that address insulin and glucagon interactions using exogenous additions of diabetes may be flawed if zinc is an essential component of the complex of insulin and glucagon. Certainly, zinc is secreted in excess of the two atoms of zinc which are associated with every hexamer of insulin [10].

**General Discussion**

In this model, insulin and glucagon are both considered to have dual activities in beta and alpha cells. They will have their normal metabolic actions on glucose metabolism as well as influencing cell-division decisions more directly, acting then as so-called trefones.

Insulin is required for glucose metabolic reasons in most/all cells and insulin receptors have been detected on beta cell lines RINm5F (an insulin-producing rat pancreatic cell line) [51] and B-TC3 (an insulin-secreting beta-cell, insulinoma line) [52]. While this evidence is from cell lines, it would be expected that as normal beta (and alpha) islet cells in the pancreas utilize glucose for energy purposes, they too would possess insulin receptors. However, within beta cells, insulin endocytosed by insulin receptors will not act as a trefone to affect cell-life decisions (outside of energetic considerations). Only in alpha cells will there be a trefone effect of insulin on proliferation via these insulin receptors - just as beta cells need glucagon receptors to control proliferation. Insulin receptor is more abundant in alpha-cells compared to beta-cells [53] as would be expected with a dual function in alpha cells.
In total, glucagon will stimulate beta cells to produce insulin only if nutrients (glucose, fatty acids and/or certain amino acids) and consequently ATP in the cell are high. ATP may be responsible for so-called “nutrient signaling” [54,55]. Insulin will stimulate alpha cell to produce glucagon only if nutrients (glucose, fatty acids and/or certain amino acids) and consequently ATP in the cell are low. The effect of nutrients is controlled by MTOR (Mammalian target of rapamycin) which is a protein kinase that integrates signals from mitogens and nutrients to regulate cellular growth and proliferation. The insulin-stimulated α-cell proliferation acts through the mTOR signalling pathway [25].

The model offered here is simplified in that a variety of other hormones, growth factors, mRNAs and neurotransmitters are not considered but they do affect the release of insulin and glucagon by stimulation or inhibition of beta and alpha cell activity [56]. Somatostatin, glucagon-like peptide and epinephrine are included in the list and these would need to be incorporated in more complex models that is needed for an understanding of the whole of the endocrine pancreas. Other molecules may also stimulate beta cell growth. For example, the incretin glucagon-like peptide-1 enhances beta-cell neogenesis, but is not here regarded as a direct stimulator of cell division of beta or alpha cells.

This simple model would require an asymmetric cell division in the embryonic development of the alpha and beta cells of the pancreas. A study of neogenesis of alpha and beta cells should indicate coexpression of glucagon and insulin, prior to asymmetric cell division(s) to produce the individual alpha and beta cells. After this cell division, the protein expression of each may depend on the immediate cellular environment such that gene activation may have occurred but without translation [57].

Information from microarray analysis [58] could possibly be zipped into the proposed model although the prevailing model of pancreatic development from the embryo has asymmetric cell division producing the alpha cell with a couplet beta/delta cell which subsequently produces the individual beta and delta cells. This would mean that these two cells would both produce insulin and they would be coupled by their own couplet trefones – perhaps somatostatin and amylin. As delta cells also produce glucagon, a complex interactive grouping of cells could evolve in the pancreas.

The model includes cellular measurement of the complex of insulin:glucagon where this determines whether the alpha and beta cells divide symmetrically, asymmetrically, with dedifferentiation or with transdifferentiation. The latter has been observed in conditions of depletion of beta cells, where alpha-cells in the islets transdifferentiate into beta-cells [59,60]. This is seen to be a new role of alpha-cells to depletion of beta cells, where alpha-cells in the islets transdifferentiate into beta-cells [59,60]. This is seen to be a new role of alpha-cells to replenish beta-cells: in the context of the current model, it would indicate the ability of alpha cells to detect an absence of beta cells as evaluated by low levels of insulin and insulin:glucagon complex. Transdifferentiation is an option included in Additional File Six of reference [8] when there is an imbalance of cells.

The importance of the insulin:glucagon ratio has been held by some researchers for over 40 years. It is considered that the ratio (if measured and acted upon by the body) would maintain glycemic stability even in extremes of glucose influx [61,62]. However, in contrast to the present model of insulin stimulating glucagon and vice versa, the proposal by the latter authors involves within-islet inhibition of alpha-cells by beta-cells ie. insulin suppresses glucagon secretion to create the required ratio [62]. To the contrary of this and not inconsistent with the present model, co-culture of an alpha cell line with a beta cell line produced increased amounts of both glucagon and insulin [25].

Some of the quoted evidence relies on data derived from cell line but it may be necessary to accept such evidence from cell lines with caution. “Any methodical intervention to measure changes may alter normal anatomy and physiology. For example, even if paracrine events were convincingly demonstrated in monolayer islet cell cultures, or dispersed islet cells, or isolated islets, the relevance to possible paracrine events in the complex islet micro-organ of the living intact cell is problematic” [48]. The lack of a valid model in diabetes research is reflected in the ongoing search for the perfect one. With limited success in 30 years, there is still an urgent need to establish a ‘normal’ beta cell line [63] preferably of human origin.

Conclusion

The specific model proposed here is an example of the CTC model proposed on the basis of asymmetric cell division and division of labour [8]. Evidence is presented to support the basic tenet that insulin and glucagon are trefone couplets with the beta and alpha cells being the cell couplets. Glucagon stimulates both insulin secretion by, and proliferation of, beta cells via glucagon receptors. Reciprocally, insulin stimulates glucagon secretion by, and proliferation of, alpha cells via insulin receptors. These effects obviously occur within the organized architecture of the pancreatic lobes. It is suggested that, within the pancreas, where the local concentrations will be much higher than in plasma, and in the presence of zinc, the complex of insulin and glucagon will exist in a significant concentration. Reciprocating, pulsatile production of insulin and glucagon will occur within the pancreas reflecting the release from the couplet cells as they respond to the levels of their respective stimulating trefone and the insulin:glucagon complex.

The deficiency in insulin activity in diabetes may be due to insulin insensitivity in adequate insulin or due to deficiency. Where there is a deficiency, this may be due to the rate of apoptosis surpassing the rate of proliferation from symmetric cell division of existing cells and from neogenesis from stem cells. In diabetes, the rate of apoptosis exceeds the rate of proliferation and neogenesis, all of which are higher than normal [64,65]. It is then the balance and control of apoptosis versus proliferation that is critical to maintaining normal cell mass and insulin production. It is then a balance between insulin and glucagon that controls metabolic imbalance leading to diabetes.

This basic model obviously does not take into account the somatostatin-secreting (D) cells, the pancreatic polypeptide-secreting (PP or F) cells nor the organized distribution of the cells among the four pancreatic lobes. Also, the effects of other interactive hormones etc from distant organs (epinephrine, glucocorticoids, glucagon-like peptide) need to be incorporated into any overall understanding of pancreatic function.
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